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Abstract 
A reliable multi-step predictor is very useful in industries to forecast the future behavior of a dynamic system. In this paper, an 
adaptive predictor is developed based on a novel weighted recurrent neuro-fuzzy paradigm to forecast properties of dynamic 
systems. An online training technique is adopted to improve forecasting convergence and accommodate different operating 
conditions. The effectiveness of the developed predictor is evaluated based on some benchmark data set; it is also implemented 
for machinery system monitoring. The monitoring index is derived from measurement based on a beta kurtosis reference 
function. The investigation results show that the developed adaptive predictor is a reliable forecasting tool. It can capture the 
system’s dynamic behavior quickly and track the system’s characteristics accurately.  
 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
A reliable forecasting tool is very useful to a wide array of industries to forecast the future states of a dynamic 
system. For example, in machinery condition monitoring, it can provide an accurate alarm before a fault reaches 
critical levels so as to prevent machinery performance degradation, malfunction, or even catastrophic failure. This 
information is very useful in scheduling repairs and maintenance operations for manufacturing facilities. 
 System state forecasting utilizes available observations to predict the future states of a dynamic system. The 
representative observations can be derived, by using appropriate signal processing techniques, from measurement 
© 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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data related to temperature, acoustics, vibration, etc. Several techniques have been proposed in the literature for time 
series prediction [1]. The classical approaches are the use of stochastic or the related dynamic models [2,3]; 
However, an accurate analytical model is usually difficult to derive for a complex dynamic system, especially under 
noisy and uncertain environment. Since the last decade, more interests in time series forecasting have focused on the 
use of data-driven flexible models such as various neural networks (NNs) [4] and neural fuzzy paradigms [5]. The 
authors’ research group also developed several flexible model-based predictors for machinery applications [7-9]; 
their investigation indicated that if a neuro-fuzzy (NF) predictor is properly trained, it performs better than both the 
feedforward and the recurrent network forecasting schemes.   
 Even though the data-driven NF predictors have demonstrated their superior potential to other classical 
forecasting tools, advanced research needs to be done in improving the convergence and robustness to accommodate 
time-varying system conditions. Consequently, the objective of this paper is to develop an adaptive neuro-fuzzy 
(ANF) predictor with the purpose to provide industries with a more reliable multi-step forecasting tool. The 
monitoring index is derived from measurement by using advanced signal processing techniques. The forecasting 
reasoning is performed by a weighted recurrent NF scheme, whereas the fuzzy system parameters are optimized by 
an online training algorithm. Its effectiveness is verified by both simulation, and real-time measurement tests 
corresponding to gear system monitoring.  
 
2. The adaptive neuro-fuzzy predictor  
 
A fuzzy reasoning system applies a set of fuzzy IF-THEN rules to describe the input/output data mapping. Consider 
(n+1) input state variables }         { 20 nsss xxxx −−−  , which are normalized in [0, 1]; 0x  represents the current state of 
a dynamic system and s denotes the time steps. To simplify illustration, two membership functions (MFs), small and 
large. The s-step-ahead state of the dynamic system sx+  can be formulated by:  
 
  jℜ :  IF ( 0x  is jA0 ) AND ( sx−  is jA1 ) AND   AND ( nsx−  is jnA ) THEN js fx =+        (1) 
 
where jℜ  denotes the jth fuzzy rule, j  = 1, 2,  , M, M is the total number of fuzzy rules; jiA  is the jth fuzzy set 
for isx− , i  = 0, 1,  , n. In this case, the predictor (1) represents a forecasting scheme to estimate the upcoming 
states of a single state variable; therefore, the input state variables are from a 1-dimensional state vector. A first-
order TS model is used for analysis: jnns
j
ns
jj
j cxcxcxcf 1100 +−− ++++=  , where jc•  are constants.   
 
 
Fig. 1.  Network architecture of the ANF predictor. 
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 The network architecture of the proposed ANF predictor is schematically shown in Fig. 1.  It is a 6-layer 
network in which each node performs a particular activation function on the incoming signals. The links have unity 
weights unless specified. The nodes in layer 1 transmit input signals to the next layer. Each node in layer 2 acts as an 
MF. This ANF has a weighted feedback link to each node in layer 2. The feedback links can deal with time 
explicitly as opposed to representing temporal information spatially. The context units copy the activations of output 
nodes from the previous time step, and allow the network to remember cues from the past, which forms a context for 
current processing. This function of recurrent networks is even more valuable for predictors with limited and step 
inputs (i.e., s > 1), to provide more information to the network so as to improve forecasting accuracy. 
 If sigmoid MFs with parameters { jia  jib } are utilized in this case, in which 0>jia and 0<jia correspond to a 
large and a small MF, respectively, then at the kth process step, the node output is 
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where m = 1, 2; i = 0, 1, . . ., n. )(kisx−  and 
)1( −
−
k
isx  are, respectively, the input isx−  at the k-th and (k-1)-th time steps, 
where k = 1, 2, . . ., K, K is the total number of time steps (or training data sets).  
 Each node in layer 3 performs a fuzzy T-norm operation. If a max-product operator is applied in this case, the 
rule firing strength is 
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 All the rule firing strengths are normalized in layer 4. After a linear combination of the input variables in layer 
5, the predicted output sx+  is computed by using the centroid defuzzification: 
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μ  is the normalized firing strength of the jth rule. Because jμ  is a nonlinear function of input state 
variables, equation (5) for the forecast state sx+ , in fact, represents a nonlinear dynamics of the input state variables.  
 The fuzzy system parameters jiA , 
m
iw and 
j
ic  are optimized by an adaptive training as discussed in the next 
section.  
 
3. The adaptive training process 
 
Once the ANF predictor structure is created as discussed in Section 2, the forecasting paradigm should be properly 
trained to make a better input/output mapping. For offline training, representative training data should cover all the 
possible application conditions [10,11]. Such a requirement is difficult to achieve in real-world applications because 
most machinery operates in a noisy and/or an uncertain environment. Usually, the classical forecasting schemes are 
supposed to be used for time-invariant systems or systems with slowly varying model parameters. However, 
machinery dynamic characteristics may change suddenly, for example, just after repair or regular maintenance. In 
this section, an online training technique is adopted for this multi-step ANF predictor to accommodate different 
operating conditions. An adaptive training is preferred in real-time applications because: 1) it possesses randomness 
that may help to escape from local minima; 2) online training is useful when the number of training data is large; 
and 3) it is necessary for time-varying systems.  
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3.1. An adaptive gain function 
 
The data sets in the training database are represented as 
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Consider the kth input data pair }{ )()()(0   x   xx knsksk −−  , k = 0, 1, …, K-1, K is the total number of training data pairs. 
The forecast state after s steps, )(ksx+ , is computed by Eq. (5) 
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Different from general online training methods that use the definite forgetting factors [11], this adaptive training 
technique will use an exponential gain function to highlight the contribution of the recent data sets from a time-
variant series   
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where ]1 ,0[∈kg ; Ku /10=  and 3/Kv =  in this case. Fig. 2 shows the comparison of this proposed gain function 
versus the commonly used forgetting factors when 1000 data sets are considered. It is seen that the proposed gain 
function is more reasonable for data processing.  
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Fig. 2. Weight functions: 1-based on a forgetting factor of 0.99; 2-based on a forgetting factor of 0.995; 3-the proposed gain function. 
 
 Based on Eq. (9), the recent data sets are given more gain factors, whereas the old data pairs contribute less to 
training. All the gain factors are recognized in a gain matrix G:  
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where gK = 1. In real applications, usually data pairs over a limited window period are used. 
 If )(kd  denotes the actually observed output value for the kth training data set, or )(kd = )1(0
+kx , the forecasting 
error is defined as 
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3.2. Training of premise parameters 
 
The premise fuzzy system parameters are trained by using the steepest gradient method. That is, the MF parameters 
}{ jiji   ba  and recurrent weight factors miw  are updated by:  
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where p denotes the pth training epoch, p = 1, 2, . . ., P; P is the total number of training epochs; aη , bη  and wη  are 
the corresponding step sizes that are updated based on a line search method [10].  
 
3.3. Recursive training of consequent parameters 
 
Given the values of the MF parameters and K training data pairs to the adaptive predictor, } { )()()()(0 kknsksk  d x   xx −−  , 
)1(
0
)( +
=
kk xd , k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., K-1, K linear equations in terms of the consequent parameters ș can be formed as: 
 
   dAș = ,                          (15) 
 
where R is the resulting matrix from the inference operation of the adaptive predictor:  
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ș  is the consequent parameter set whose elements are to be updated:  
 
   [ ]TMnMn ccccc            1121110 += ș ;                     (17) 
 
d represents the vector of the actually observed system states: 
 
   
[ ]TKddd )()2()1(       =d .                      (18) 
  
 Because the row vectors in R and the associated elements in R are obtained sequentially, ș in Eq. (17) can be 
computed recursively. Let kr  denote the kth row vector in matrix R, kR  be a submatrix of R composed by the first 
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kth rows of R, kd be the subvector of d composed by the first kth elements of d, 
)(kd  be the kth element of d, kG  be 
a submatrix of G composed by the first kth rows of G. Then the current output of the predictor is  
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k
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where k  = 0, 1, . . ., K-1. Correspondingly, (11) can be rewritten as  
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To minimize the forecasting error, set =
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E
 0, then  
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To derive the formula for a recursive estimate, corresponding to the kth input data pair, kș  can be computed by 
(21), that is, 
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Corresponding to the (k+1)th data pair }  ,{ )1(1 ++ kTk da , equation (22) becomes 
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Let 1)( −= kkTkk RGRS , that is, kkTk-k RGRS =1 , then 
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where k  = 0, 1, . . ., K-1. The least squares estimate of ș is Kș . The initial conditions to equations (24) and (25) are 
=1ș  0 and IS α=1 , respectively, where ∈α [ 210 610 ], and I is an identity matrix.  
 
4. Performance evaluation 
 
In this section, firstly, the performance of the proposed ANF predictor is evaluated using a benchmark data set. 
Next, it is implemented for gear health condition forecasting. The performance of the ANF predictor is compared 
with a commonly used ANFIS predictor [5], which has a similar architecture as shown in Fig. 1, but without 
feedback links in the second layer. In addition, the gradient algorithm and least squares estimate (LSE) are applied 
for ANFIS training.  
 
4.1.  Sunspot activity forecasting   
 
The sunspot activity series is one of the commonly used benchmark data sets in forecasting research, which has 
natures of nonlinear, non-Gaussian, and non-stationary. The available annual sunspot activity record is from years 
1700 to 2014, which has a mean of 50.041 and standard deviation of 40.424 [12]. The first 230 samples (years 1700-
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1929) are used for training, whereas the remaining data pairs are for testing. Fig. 3 plots the forecasting results. It is 
seen from Fig. a(a) that the ANFIS cannot capture the system dynamic behavior ( =TE 176.51) even for a one-step-
ahead prediction, mainly due to its poor training and lack of adaptive capability. Generally, to properly train an 
ANFIS scheme requires more than five times the number of parameters (96 in this case) to be updated [12]. Fig. 3(b) 
shows the three-step-ahead forecasting result using the ANF predictor ( =TE 10.76); apparently, it can capture and 
track the characteristics of this sunspot activity series, due to its more flexible reasoning architecture and adaptive 
training.  
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Fig. 3.  Forecasting results of a sunspot activity record (solid curves): (a) by using ANFIS for one-step-ahead prediction (dotted curve); (b) by 
using the ANF for three-steps-ahead prediction (dotted curve). 
 
4.2. Machinery condition monitoring applications  
 
Most machinery faults are related to transmission systems, such as gears and bearings. A bearing defect reduces 
transmission accuracy and generates extra vibration and noise. A gear fault, on the other hand, can not only 
deteriorate transmission accuracy but may also cause sudden failures in applications such as airplanes, power 
turbines, and chemical engineering facilities. Accordingly, a few examples related to gear condition monitoring are 
employed in this work to demonstrate how to apply the developed ANF predictor for real-time multi-step machinery 
forecasting applications. Fig. 4 schematically shows the experimental setup used for this online gear system 
monitoring tests. The system is driven by a 3-HP AC motor. The load is provided by a heavy-duty magnetic break 
system. A two-stage gearbox is being tested in this work. Gears #1 to #3 are identical but with different health 
conditions. The shafts are mounted to the gearbox housing by rolling element bearings. A magnetic pick-up sensor 
is mounted in the radial direction of gear #6 to provide a reference signal (one pulse per each tooth period) for the 
time synchronous average filtering. The gap between the magnetic pick-up sensor and the gear top land is in the 
range of 0.5 to 1.5 mm. The motor rotation is controlled by a speed controller, which allows tested gear system to 
operate in the range of 20 to 4200 rpm. The speed of the drive motor and the load of the magnetic break system are 
adjusted automatically to simulate different speed/load operating conditions. The vibration signals are measured by 
using two accelerometers mounted at both ends of the gearbox housing. The signals from different sources are 
collected using an intelligent data acquisition device made by the authors’ research team, which consists of a micro-
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controller and the circuits for the functionalities such as sampling, amplifiers, anti-aliasing filters, and power source 
for ICP accelerometers. The preconditioned signals are then fed into a computer for further processing.  
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Experimental setup for gear system monitoring. 
 
 In this work, the fault diagnosis of the gear system is conducted gear by gear. The measured vibration from the 
experimental setup is an overall signal associated with different vibratory sources such as shafts, bearings and gear 
mesh. Because gear signal is periodic in nature, it can be differentiated by applying a time synchronous filtering 
process [7], based on the reference signature provided by the magnetic pickup sensor. In this case, the rotation 
reference for each gear is computed by the corresponding transmission ratio with respect to gear #6. As a result, the 
signals nonsynchronous to the rotation of the gear of interest can be removed, and each gear signal is derived and 
represented in one full revolution (i.e., the signal average). 
 In machinery condition monitoring, a monitoring index should be sensitive to pattern modulation due to 
machinery faults but insensitive to noise. Several signal processing techniques have been proposed in the authors’ 
research group for gear fault diagnosis. In this case, a beta kurtosis monitoring index is adopted as an example for 
gear fault diagnosis/prognosis [7]. The beta kurtosis is the normalized fourth moment of a signal, in terms of a beta 
function instead of a generally used Gaussian function. Suppose zm  and zσ  represent, respectively, the mean and 
standard deviation of the data over the zth tooth period of a gear signal, z = 1, 2, . . ., Z, Z is the number of teeth of 
the gear of interest. The beta kurtosis reference function is defined as 
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 Three gear cases are tested in this study as represented in Fig. 5: a) healthy gears (gear #2 in Fig. 4), b) cracked 
gears (gear #1), and c) pitted gears (gear #3). Many tests have been conducted corresponding to each gear condition, 
and two typical examples are illustrated in the following sections.  
 
 
                              (a)              (b)          (c) 
 
Fig. 5. Gear conditions tested: (a) healthy gear, (b) cracked gear, (c) pitted gear 
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4.3. Cracked gear monitoring 
 
At first, all the gears in the gearbox are in healthy condition. The tests are conducted under load levels from 0.5 to 3 
hp and motor speeds from 100 to 3600 rpm. During testing, motor speed and load levels are randomly changed to 
simulate time-varying operating conditions. Before application, the predictors are initially trained by a data set 
recorded from a previous test. The monitoring time-step is set at s = 30 minutes, that is, both predictors are applied 
automatically in every 30 minutes to forecast the upcoming values of the beta kurtosis index after three steps, or 1.5 
hours ahead. After about 140 hours, a cracked gear #1 with a transverse cut with 20% of the tooth root thickness is 
moved to mesh with the mating gear. Then the test is resumed and continues until the damaged tooth is broken off 
about 220 hours later. Fig. 6 shows the forecasting results of the monitoring index for the tested gears. It is seen that 
both predictors can capture system’s dynamic behaviors, but the ANF performs better. After the fault is introduced, 
the gear mesh dynamics change correspondingly. The ANFIS (Fig. 6b) takes about 8 steps to re-capture the system’s 
dynamic characteristics, whereas the ANF predictor (Fig. 6a) takes only a couple of steps. During the last 
monitoring section, big fluctuations appear because the gear mesh dynamics change dramatically just before and 
after the tooth breakage. The ANF performs better to track these dramatic changes in system characteristics due to 
superior convergence.  
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Fig. 6  Three-steps-ahead forecasting results for the cracked gear (solid curves): (a) by using the ANF (dotted curve); (b) by using ANFIS (dotted 
curve). 
 
4.4. Pitted gear monitoring 
 
The prior cracked gear is associated with localized gear fault. This pitting test corresponds to a distributed fault 
condition monitoring. The healthy gear #2 is mashed and tested at first. After about 145 hours, gear #3, with several 
pits on a tooth surface to simulate a pitting fault, comes to mesh. The tests are resumed and proceed until serious 
noise occurs due to severe pitting damage. Fig. 7 shows the forecasting results. It is clear that the developed ANF 
predictor performs better than the classical ANFIS. After the pitting defect is introduced, the ANF predictor (Fig. 
7a) responses quickly to re-capture the gear system’s new dynamic characteristics.  
 As the pitting fault propagates, the monitoring indicator becomes smaller, even though the noise level becomes 
higher. This phenomenon is associated with signal properties. After the pitting occurs, the pitted area can no longer 
carry a load, and the unpitted area has to take the extra load. Consequently, the unpitted area is prone to fatigue. As a 
result, the pitting fault will propagate rapidly over the entire tooth surface. From signal property standpoint, when a 
localized fault occurs, some high-amplitude pulses will be generated due to impacts, which are relatively easier for a 
signal processing technique to detect. As the pitting propagates, the overall energy of the fault will increase, but it 
often becomes more wideband in nature and difficult to detect in the presence of the other vibratory components of 
the machine. This example can illustrate a characteristic of currently used signal processing techniques: It is usually 
easier to detect a distinct low-level narrowband feature than a high-level wideband signal in the presence of other 
signals or noises. 
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Fig. 7.  The forecasting results (three-steps-ahead) for the pitted gear (solid curves): (a) by using the ANF (dotted curve); (b) by using the ANFIS 
(dotted curve). 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
An ANF (adaptive neuro-fuzzy) predictor has been developed in this paper for multi-step-ahead prediction of 
machinery systems. The forecasting reasoning is based on a weighted recurrent NF paradigm, while the ANF 
parameters are adaptively trained by a recursive hybrid algorithm. From the comparison study, it has shown that the 
proposed ANF predictor has an efficient forecasting accuracy. The ANF predictor is also implemented for gear 
system monitoring corresponding to localized and distributed fault conditions. Online test results have shown that 
the developed ANF predictor is a reliable forecasting tool. It can capture the system’s dynamic behavior quickly and 
track the system’s characteristics accurately. It is also a robust forecasting tool in terms of its capabilities to 
accommodate different system conditions. 
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